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Weekdays 9.30am - 5.30pm / Closed Weekends


B&W Film Processing

3 self-contained print rooms equipped with
Devere and Leica enlargers covering 35mm,
120 & 5x4 formats. Rodenstock/Focotar
lenses and multigrade heads ensure
efficiency and quality. Use traditional dish
process for fibre or resin prints up to 20"x16".
Ilfolab machine option for resin coated paper.

Traditional hand-line negative process using
Kodak X-tol developer to produce fine grain,
high definition and optimum emulsion speed.
35mm/120 Format develop only
5x4 develop only/per sheet
Develop Film + Contact Sheet
Contact Sheet only
Push/Pull Process

£10
£5
£15
£10
+ £2

Full day hire

Gloss/Matt options


8x6"
+£25

Bordered/Borderless options



Hand crafted silver gelatine prints on Ilford
Multigrade RC paper adjusted for density and
contrast with 'burning and shading' applied.
Choose gloss, pearl or satin-matt finish with
cropping and border options up to 2" wide.
£16
£20
£25
£30

Allow 7-10 working days (Rush by arrangement)


'One-to-One' Darkroom Tuition
Learn the art and craft of darkroom technique
under the expert guidance of our senior tutor.
One day course covers film developing,
hand enlarging and dish paper processing.



All paper & chemistry provided for tuition

(£10 per additional hour)

35mm Develop and Scan Session
Develop and scan your own black and white
film from as little as £3 per roll - bring as much
film as you like. Our Pakon F135 scanner
produces full-roll 35mm at 16-Base in 5 mins.
2 hour session £20



(£10 per additional hour)

35mm & 120 Scanner Hire
Our efficient Pakon 35mm film scanner
delivers a full roll at 16-Base in under 5 mins.
For 120 medium format our Nikon Coolscan
8000ED will produce professional quality
results up to 4000 dpi. Both machines will
scan Black and White, C41 colour negatives
or E6 transparency film.
2 hour session £20

1 person: £150
2 person: £250
1 person half day/printing only:
£100
Saturday by arrangement: £50 surcharge

£30

Darkroom Hire - Film

2 hour session £20

Authentic Fibre Base Prints : +100%
Fine art enlargements on traditional 'unglazed'
Baryta fibre base paper, hand processed with
archival wash and ambient air drying.

4 hour session

Develop your own 35mm, 120 or 5x4 film
efficiently and economically using Patterson
tank and spiral system. Professional results
with filtered wash, Marrutt drying cabinet
and 'Printfile' archival sleeving also provided.

Hand Printed Enlargements

7x5"
£6
12x10"
8x6"
£8
16x12"
10x8"
£10
20x16"
12x9½"
£12
24x20"
Ilford warmtone RC option + 50%

£50

We supply all chemicals for hire sessions
Please bring printing paper of your choice
Technical guidance available for all equipment

Allow 2-3 working days (Rush by arrangement)
RA4 Machine Prints:
6x4"
7½x5"
+£15
+£20

Darkroom Hire - Print

(£10 per additional hour)

Mail order welcome: 1st Class P&P upto 500g: £3
Special delivery upto 500g: £10/Courier by arrangement

